
All the children of Mrs. Rabbit had been healthy and happy, their rooms tidy, clothing and toys 

arranged in their places, sheets pulled snug, waiting to hold their bodies in the night, pillows where 

they would rest their heads when the clock sang time for bed. Ball, comb, sock, doll, slipper, hat, 

lamp: life had distributed the children a loving list of desires and objects that corresponded precisely, 

like the words and pictures in grammar books. While they danced or giggled or built with blocks in 

the house, Mother tended the garden, just in earshot of her little ones. She could stand from her 

work and see a few of them through the window. The light of the long summer evening reminded 

her of the peaches waiting in the kitchen. 

 When the bombs fell, mother ran for her children. Neighboring houses, crackling trees, the 

flat horizon itself became a vortex of slamming doors. She strained to focus on the tunnel of light 

and air  between herself and her children, her feet dragging, nightmarish, through a blizzard of dirt 

and debris, her children lost in the clamor as her home disappeared.  

 The Rabbit children found each other in the morning when calm, clear air finally curled 

down from above and met the haggard earth, lacing through the smoke and ash, the zeppelin raid 

long concluded. They regarded each other and the world apprehensively, covered with filth, 

uncertain if they had truly lived. Eldest Brother and Eldest Sister kept their eyes down, not wishing 

to see too much, dreading what could not be forgotten, while the littler bunnies limped and 

stumbled dumbly into the wrecked yard, expecting their confusion to lessen in the hours.  

 Eldest Sister stopped and turned her eyes up. “The sky is gone,” she said.  

 “I can’t look,” said her Brother, his body hunched and hunching. 

 All through the midday, the rabbits searched, at times listless, at times desperate, for their 

mother, Mrs. Rabbit, Mama. They could not discern the original confines of the family garden. 

Fence-posts and smoldering beams lay scattered, the whole known planet unsettled like a puzzle 

squeezed apart on a table. They called to her, but their voices disappeared in the hot, ghost-filled air. 

They called to her, and that lifeless air, life inside out, that air clung to their lips and lungs, left 

cancers to creep along their drying voices. Soon, mama was the only thing, the only thing they had 

to say to the world. They fought the sick air with it.  

 On the second day, the sun, tireless, thrilled as ever, pushed them to sleep, and when they 

woke in the purpled evening, there seemed little reason to keep calling. Instead, they did what they 

had learned to do if lost at the market or in the hills: stay put. 



 Days passed. The weather was good. They moved things about, pried up sheets of 

wallboard, cleared mounds of roof tiles. Altogether too many things were piled everywhere, as if a 

neighboring village, chewed and torn, had been dropped onto the wreckage of their own. Where had 

it all come from? They didn’t say to each other what they were doing, wouldn’t say what they 

expected to find. The sifting was private, unspeakable, and automatic.  

 Eldest Brother said to himself, “My arms aren’t my arms.” There they were in the garden, 

maybe, but it wasn’t like working in the garden. They moved about without chores or homework, no 

games to play and no rules. Everything was gone, but what was left was somehow real. They had no 

name for this sudden confrontation with pieces, parts, solids that were also absences. Reality was the 

opposite of itself, and they had no words for it. 

 Alone, the eldest rabbit stared, a full minute, at a wooden door—blown from who knows 

where, its hinges clutched the earth. Here, beneath such a door, he thought, must be something: a 

secret room, a tunnel, no, a secret house underground, the hidden fortress their mother kept, a 

mirror world, a kingdom. He thought he could feel the magic in the air, swirling and tickling with 

cosmic carbonation, and, as he knelt, the poor bunny thought he saw a brief spark of starlight deep 

within the crystal handle of the door.  

 He concentrated, tried to ascertain the faith inside, the special core of a child that sends one 

off to magical places, the part that gets one chosen for special missions in other worlds. He grasped 

the crystal knob in his fingers and lifted the door up, open, careful to pull it just so, as if it really was 

a door, and not just a piece of wood on the ground.  

 They were running out of edible food. Several bunnies ventured down the cluttered road, 

toward the neighbors’, where they saw lush standing trees around the house of the young salmon 

couple. As they neared, they could see that the house still stood, nearly untouched, though 

something in the back yard smoldered darkly. The bunnies rushed around the bend but stopped, 

dryly retching, for there on the road lay the two Salmons, Mr. and Mrs. They must have been 

running for home to protect their eggs. Their fish legs and torsos were in a mound, as if something 

had bitten them both in half, all in one go, from above. Insects busied themselves in the wounds, fell 

in love, madly danced like flying goats.  

 The bunnies ran back home, straight to their big sister, who scooped their little bodies up 

and hummed their favorite bedtime song. She could guess what they’d seen. 



 By that evening the bunnies had consumed all the food leftover from the house. Eldest 

Brother said they must ration for the littlest ones whatever was left in the jumbled garden. The two 

eldest bunnies gathered handfuls of aborted carrots and hole-pocked half-charred cabbage leaves 

and hid them in the shadow of a faceless wall, each pile representing a day. Then the piles were 

gone. 

 At the end of a warm, beautiful light, the eldest of the bunnies, forgetting doors in the 

ground and faraway places, succumbed to the disaster of his greater intelligence and life experience. 

First, his comprehension of space and geography (recent lessons at school with colorful charts and 

papier-mâché landscapes) permitted him to understand the severity of their predicament, the 

impossibility of, say, reaching the sea or crossing the mountains. Lessons in history had opened the 

world to him, instructed him in the pains of war and the overwhelming force of their mysterious 

attacker. The other factors were his size, which made his hunger quick and ferocious, and, bravely, 

that he had refused to eat, even on the first day, even on the fourth.  

 Blanks followed timeless blanks. Bunnies are hungry, delicate beasts. There was nothing to 

do. 

 For lack of food or hope, then, the eldest bunny’s body aggravated and numbed itself, 

divided and fruited the branches of his mind. He looked at his siblings with vacant eyes, all envy 

drowned in breaths of habit, watched them lingering in what was once their front yard, near the lane 

that once went everywhere, all the places in town and out, those nameless and named, and by the 

tree where they used to line up for school and mother would survey them, see that they had their 

lunches and books, those tired old books wrapped in pretty paper. Eldest saw them become white 

blurs among blurring debris, smears beneath a fog of gristle and gray, while deep inside, so much so 

that it was outside of him again, in the furthest open seas of the spilled galaxy, he wandered into that 

small place where breath cannot follow. 

 


